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Music is one of many fields touched by recent innovation in generative artificial intelligence (AI). AI-driven music generation systems
have evoked a sense of both promise and threat, artists have adopted AI-generated alter-egos, and the use of music data for AI
training has led to legal interventions. Despite the apparent level of activity there are, so far, no mainstream musical instruments that
apply generative AI. One of the problems is that music instrument playing, a real-time phenomenon involving complex gestures and
embodied interaction, presents difficulties for machine learning methods and involves highly diverse data types. A better approach
may be for artists themselves to collect and curate training data and develop their own intelligent musical instruments. In this paper
we consider some of the challenges facing artist-led generative AI for music and propose a prototyping approach for intelligent musical
instruments based on small-data principles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of generative AI for music has been seen as a source of both promise and threat. The idea of generating music
fully automatically would seem to inevitably impact artistic careers [3] and the powerful recording industry has started
to react to un-authorised use of music for training AI systems [10]. In contrast to the many writing and coding tools
using generative AI (e.g., ChatGPT), there are few examples of generative AI tools embedded within music-making tools.
AI certainly has a long history in music with early examples appearing in the 1980s [13, e.g.,]. Present AI approaches in
music are focussed on producing audio from text [1], assisting in the recording, editing, and mastering processes [2] or
generating musical scores [5]. In contrast, the amount of research focussed on how AI can be created and used by a live
musician is relatively small. Existing examples of tools for making AI instruments use now-outdated machine-learning
models [4] or have command-line interfaces (CLIs) that are not accessible to musicians [9].

Some of the issues facing embedding of generative AI within musical instruments are the real-time nature of
musical performance and the embodied interaction that takes place between a musician and their instrument. Musical
instruments must be designed to support real-time processing of input gesture to output sound with very tight time
constraints [12]. It’s not acceptable, as it might be in an image or text generation context, to wait several seconds for a
generative AI response. The embodied nature of musical performance [7] relates to the kinds of data that a generative
AI system might model. Modeling these data in AI systems is complicated by existing issues of representation in
music with notated scores, digital audio recordings in addition to the gestural complexity of live performance and the
cultural impact of really being there. Although there are standards such as MIDI for data connection between musical
instruments, different instruments use different subsets of MIDI’s available control channels and some control systems
go beyond MIDI’s limitations. Efforts have been made to create musical AI systems that can model general gestural
information [9], but a single model would not easily map across the wildly different interaction modalities found in
musical instruments.

The diversity of available musical interfaces and interaction styles requires a diversity of generative AI approaches.
A small-data [14] approach where artists generate, curate, and train generative AI models may be an appropriate way to
manage generative AI within music that is both more useful and less threatening than a monolithic approach. However,
to undertake small-data generative AI creation, musicians need tools that are more appropriate and guiding examples
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Fig. 1. A Raspberry Pi-based Generative AI music system. This system is intended to interface via the MIDI connector with electronic
musical instruments to prototype new intelligent musical instrument interactions. The Raspberry Pi Zero 2 W used here costs 15USD
and is capable of running a small deep neural network generating real-time interaction data. In this example system, the generative
AI model plays a stream of MIDI messages trained on data of a human turning a single synthesiser control knob.

of what intelligent musical instruments could really be. In the remainder of this workshop paper we discuss what
intelligent musical instruments are or could be. We present an example of a Raspberry Pi-based hardware module
designed to equip standard electronic musical instruments with generative AI capabilities. Finally, we consider the
requirements for enabling artist-centered small-data prototyping that might generate the diversity of intelligent musical
instruments needed to match the variation in musical practices.

2 WHAT IS AN INTELLIGENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENT?

There are many ways that musical systems can apply AI technologies for the benefit of musicians and audiences [6]. The
use of machine learning can be used to map complex synthesiser data to synthesiser parameters [15] is a well-known
example although it is not a generative application. Lewis’ Voyager system [8] exemplifies the use of generative
techniques to create backing accompaniments to an acoustic musician however the accompaniments are framed as
separate instruments. The Continuator [11] represents what could be termed a true intelligent musical instrument as
the machine learning model connected to a digital piano "continues" playing in the style of what the musician has
recently played, although the musician and ML model cannot play at the same time. It is notable that both Continuator
and Voyager are more than 20 years old and do not apply present AI techniques such as deep neural networks.

Reflecting on these two examples, a definition of an intelligent musical instrument could be:

An instrument where an AI system generates actions independently of a musician’s either reacting to
the musician’s actions or not.

For the purposes of this paper we consider instruments that a human may also play simultaneously. Many acoustic
instruments have scope for simultaneous playing of a human and generative AI system (e.g., two humans can play
duets on one 88-key keyboard) but this is an area where electronic musical instruments excel. Electronic synthesisers
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Fig. 2. A commercial desktop synthesiser with the GenAI MIDI plug controlling pitch and rhythm. There are many other interface
connections for a musician to express themselves.

and digital musical instruments have extended and extensible interfaces that allow in-depth timbral adjustment,
live re-wiring of electronic circuits and simultaneous control over multiple sequences and control sources. Indeed,
contemporary electronic music practice often involves building highly customised synthesisers from commercially
available modules, interconnected by a tangle of patch cables. Electronic musical instruments would seem to be an ideal
context for experimenting with introducing one or multiple generative AI systems to control aspects of the instrument
alongside the human.

3 AN EXAMPLE SYSTEM FOR PROTOTYPING INTELLIGENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

As an example of what this could look like we present the GenAI MIDI Plug, shown in Figure 1, a minimal and
inexpensive Raspberry Pi-based system for introducing a deep neural network model into a wide variety of commercial
electronic musical instruments. This system uses the very widely implemented MIDI standard to interface with a musical
instrument. While MIDI is simple, it can represent both musical notes over time and gestural information, such as
adjusting control sliders or interacting with sensors, that connects to control parameters. In our system, the Raspberry
Pi Zero 2 W runs a mixture-density recurrent neural network adapted from the IMPS system [9] to continually perform
an expressive sequence of MIDI notes. The training data for this system consisted of a human performing with one
control knob on a synthesiser for around 60 minutes. This minimal and inexpensive (15USD) system is designed for
experimentation by electronic musicians in their own systems which frequently include MIDI inputs as well as many
other modes for control.

Figure 2 shows how this GenAI MIDI Plug might be deployed in practice with a commercial musical desktop
synthesiser which does not include a keyboard. The Raspberry Pi is connected with hook-and-loop tape to the back of
the synth and the generative AI model outputs MIDI signals control the pitch and note onsets (gate) of the synthesiser.
As Figure 2 shows, this synthesiser has a plethora of other interfaces to occupy a real-time musician including knobs for
timbre, amplitude envelope and low frequency oscillators and a patch bay where the synthesiser circuit can be re-wired
in real time. The synthesiser itself also includes non-intelligent generative capacity where noise can be used as a source
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for modifying parameters over time. At present, the genAI MIDI plug acts as an additional low-frequency oscillator
although more expressive and less predictable than those typically available on electronic musical instruments. It could
be hypothesised that in co-design with electronic musicians, the GenAI MIDI Plug could be more deeply integrated into
electronic instruments producing new design knowledge about how intelligent musical instruments might behave.

4 SMALL-DATA PROTOTYPING FOR INTELLIGENT MUSIC

The previous section outlines a way forward for prototyping generative AI within a musical instrument, but not how
the models themselves might be prototyped by artists. The concept of small data [14], collected and curated by artists
and trained locally on their own computers presents an alternative to the commercial big-data approach to generative
AI creation. Within music, this has been established in the context of interactive machine learning for the use-case of
mapping sensor data in Wekinator [4]. More recently small-data approaches have been proposed for learning gestural
models [9] and deploying AI on embedded platforms [12].

Where Wekinator provided a graphical interface for collected data on a computer, some of the current systems
involve collecting data on a separate device [12], or with a command line program [9] and then running a separate
training step. Although these approaches work, they may not appeal to regular musicians for longer term deployment.
Additionally, data curation after collection is a so-far under explored aspect of this process. Deep learning models are
capable of learning from more data than previous machine learning approaches and so artists may wish to collect data
over time and, perhaps build different models for different purposes. They may also wish to exclude data introducing
undesirable behaviours or experiment with diving back through their artistic history. So far, there are no established
systems for these tasks within a musical AI context.
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